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We study the physics of atomic manipulation of CO on a Cu(111) surface by combined scanning
tunneling microscopy and atomic force microscopy at liquid helium temperatures. In atomic manipulation,
an adsorbed atom or molecule is arranged on the surface using the interaction of the adsorbate with
substrate and tip. While previous experiments are consistent with a linear superposition model of tip and
substrate forces, we find that the force threshold depends on the force field of the tip. Here, we use carbon
monoxide front atom identification (COFI) to characterize the tip’s force field. Tips that show COFI
profiles with an attractive center can manipulate CO in any direction while tips with a repulsive center can
only manipulate in certain directions. The force thresholds are independent of bias voltage in a range from
1 to 10 mV and independent of temperature in a range of 4.5 to 7.5 K.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.114.146101 PACS numbers: 68.37.Ef, 66.35.+a, 68.37.Ps
In 1959, Richard P. Feynman asked “… whether,
ultimately in the great future we can arrange the atoms the
way wewant; the very atoms, all the way down!” [1]. Thirty
years later, that great future was opened by Eigler and
Schweizer [2] who arranged Xe atoms on a Ni(110) surface
with a low-temperature scanning tunneling microscope.
While this technique is used widely now [3–10]—even at
room temperature [11]—the physics of atomicmanipulation
is not fully understood. There have been theoretical inves-
tigations [12–17], but experimental studies are scant [18].
When comparing atomic manipulation on a surface to
moving a chair around in a room, differences have to be
anticipated. The lateral force to move a chair is governed by
friction and depends on the normal force—partial com-
pensation of gravity by lifting the chair lowers the force to
move it. In 2008, Ternes et al.measured the force needed to
move CO molecules on Cu(111) and Co atoms on Cu and
Pt [19]. Unlike moving a chair, they found that the force
component normal to the surface did not change the lateral
force required to move CO on Cu(111). The determined
lateral force threshold Fthr ¼ 160 30 pN is compatible
with the force that is needed to move a classical object in
the given potential landscape. With the diffusion barrier of
CO=Cuð111Þ of Eb ¼ 75 meV [19,20] and the atomic
spacing for Cu(111) of a0 ¼ 255 pm, a sinusoidal model
of the surface potential VðxÞ ¼ 1
2
Eb cosð2πx=a0Þ with a
moving threshold of ðdV=dxÞjmax ¼ 148 pN can be
deduced—in almost perfect agreement with the measured
160 30 pN of [19].
In this Letter, we investigate the influence of different tip
terminations on lateral manipulation systematically. We use
the carbon monoxide front atom identification (COFI)
method [21] to identify the tips by their force profile.
The force field is found to determine the mode of
manipulation: pulling, pushing, or sliding [3,22]. The first
two methods involve a stick-slip motion of the adsorbate,
whereas sliding means that it follows the tip smoothly.
Depending on the tip, manipulation force thresholds reach
38% to 51% of the 150 pN threshold of the classical model.
Thus, a linear superposition of the forces acting on the CO
is proven to be invalid and the presence of the tip apparently
leads to a lowering of the diffusion barrier in agreement
with previous work for manipulation on semiconductors
and insulators [11,18,23–25] as well as on metal surfaces
[13,15].
Most data presented here were obtained at a temperature
of 7.5 K with a custom-built scanning probe microscope.
Force and current were recorded simultaneously by using a
qPlus sensor [26]. The sensor was operated in the fre-
quency modulation mode [27] at an amplitude of 50 pm to
ensure high sensitivity to short range forces [28]. Etched
tungsten tips were prepared by poking them into a clean Cu
sample. The surface was then covered with approximately
0.01 monolayers of CO molecules. Prior to the CO
manipulation experiments, the orientation of the Cu(111)
lattice was determined by imaging with a CO functional-
ized tip [29–31]. Thereafter, the CO was released from the
tip. To characterize the force field of the metal tip, three-
dimensional frequency-shift data (Δf) over an adsorbed
CO molecule [21] were acquired and deconvoluted into
forces [32]. The COFI images obtained can be classified
into two categories [21,33]: attractive center tips (ACTs)
and repulsive center tips (RCTs). Recent results show, that
ACTs are monoatomic tips, whereas RCTs are multiatomic
tips, with the number of attractive dips corresponding to the
size of the cluster that forms the tip apex [34]. Ideally, COFI
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images of ACTs feature a repulsive ring with constant
height around the attractive minimum. RCTs show two,
three, or four attractive dips with similar depth arranged
around the repulsive center. In practice, these images are
more or less symmetric depending on the tilt angle between
the tip axis and the sample normal
The subsequent manipulation experiments were per-
formed in the direction of adjacent top sites, as this
manipulation path has the lowest diffusion barrier of
75 meV [19,20]. The tip trajectory during manipulation
is illustrated in Fig. 1(a). The measurement cycle is stopped
at a height zman where manipulation is observed. At large
tip-sample separations, as indicated by faint lines in
Figs. 1(b)–1(d), the vertical force profile [Fig. 1(b)] shows
a symmetric attractive minimum over the CO molecule
centered at x ¼ 0 nm (red dashed line). The averaged
normalized conductance G=G0 [19] [Fig. 1(c)] exhibits a
shallow dip over the CO in this z regime as expected [29].
For clarity, Figs. 1(b)–1(d) show only a selection of the
approximately 100 curves spaced by Δz ¼ 5 pm; see
Fig. S1 in the Supplemental Material [35] for a full set.
At smaller separations, the dip becomes more and more
distorted due to the tilt of the tip. The conductance minimum
does not align with the force minimum. The onset of steps
indicates that the CO is manipulated [22]. For the direction
considered here, the manipulation threshold of ≈72 pN is
overcome by negative lateral forces as shown in Fig. 1(d)
(the sign convention used here is explained in the respective
figure caption). Manipulation starts when the tip is at
x ¼ 0.15 nm, on the right of the CO, indicating a pulling
mode.
In the following, the influence of the tip’s force field on
lateral manipulation is investigated. Examples of an ACT
and a RCT are shown by their COFI images in Figs. 2(a)
and 2(b). Because of a tilt of the ACT, the repulsive ring
is more pronounced on the upper right side. The force
versus distance curve FðzÞ of that tip yields a minimum of
−120 pN [see Fig. S2(b), [35]], identifying it as a Cu(100)
tip [33]. The FðzÞ curve of the RCT [see Fig. S2(d), [35]]
shows quantitative agreement with the W(111) tips
reported in [33]. Possible manipulation paths pointing into
the h11¯0i directions of the Cu(111) surface are indicated in
both COFI images. For the ACT, the influence of the tilt is
examined by comparing the manipulation behavior in
directions xA and xB. Results are contrasted to manipulation
in direction xC, where the force profile is almost perfectly
symmetric [Fig. 2(c), force profiles are acquired at a height
z ¼ zman þ 5 pm]. The conductance profile at the manipu-
lation height zman [Fig. 2(e)] indicates that the CO has
moved in all three experiments. The lateral force curves
[Fig. 2(g)] allow for a better understanding of the dynamics
of the single processes. In direction xA, the minimum and
the maximum of the lateral force have different magnitudes
(−62 vs 48 pN). Therefore, the manipulation threshold is
reached by negative forces first. As these forces (viewed
from the CO) point to the right and arise after the tip has
passed the CO, pulling occurs. In the reverse direction, the
CO moves due to positive lateral forces directed to the left.
According to the conductance profile, it moves one lattice
site because the depression is interrupted at x ¼ −0.25 nm
and the subsequent part is shifted to the left [Fig. 2(e),
compare red profile to the red dashed line, showing the
conductance 5 pm further away]. For symmetric directions
like xC, both extrema of the lateral force have the same
magnitude (55 vs −56 pN). Thus, both reach the manipu-
lation threshold at the same tip height. The resulting sliding
motion is depicted in Fig. 2(i): On its original position
x ¼ 0 pm, the CO feels attraction to the left as the tip
approaches. The force is sufficient to overcome the barrier.
FIG. 1 (color online). (a) An attractive-center tip is scanned
along one of the six nearest neighbor directions over a CO
molecule in constant height. Before retrace, the tip is lifted by
50pm and lowered by 55 pm before commencing the next trace
(red arrows) such that each scan cycle lowers the tip by 5 pm.
(b) Vertical force as a function of the lateral tip position x at
different tip heights. Darker lines refer to closer distances. A tilt
of the tip gives rise to an asymmetric profile at small z
separations. The red dashed line indicates the attractive mini-
mum. (c) Conductance in units of the conductance quantum
G0 ¼ 2e2=h. Because of the tip’s tilt, the dip in conductance
becomes distorted at close distances and the position of the
minimum shifts to the right as marked by the green bar. Steplike
features indicate a stick-slip motion of the CO. (d) Lateral forces
acting on the tip are obtained by differentiation of the energy in
the x direction. For an ACT, lateral forces develop a maximum
followed by a minimum where a positive sign indicates that the
CO pulls the tip to the right and vice versa. Because of the slightly
tilted tip, the profile of Flat is asymmetric with extrema of
different magnitudes. Flat needs to exceed the manipulation
threshold Fthr, indicated by black dashed lines in (d). At the
distance shown here, manipulation to the right is feasible. To be
able to move CO to the left, the tip would need to be lowered
further such that Flat > Fthr for negative x values, too.




On the temporary adsorption site at x ¼ −255 pm the
respective lateral force points into the opposite direction
and is again large enough for manipulation. At this point,
neither site is favored. The CO is trapped and directionality
is induced by the tip motion. Our explanation of sliding
is different from Ref. [38], where sliding was supposed to
set in approximately 10 pm closer than the threshold for
pulling due to the tip potential being larger than the
diffusion barrier. We only observe pulling for tilted tips
that favor attractive lateral forces pointing into the direction
of tip motion as schematically shown in Fig. 2(j). If such a
tip is approached closer, forces pointing in the opposite
direction also reach the threshold force and the manipu-
lation mode changes from pulling to sliding.
The RCT in Fig. 2(b) features a very sharp repulsive
center, surrounded by three attractive lobes that are sep-
arated by repulsive beams. This particular RCTwas chosen
because the beams align nicely with the h1¯10i directions of
the substrate. For this tip, we investigate manipulation in
direction xA, where a repulsive sickle with two beams in the
½1¯01 and ½11¯0 directions makes contact with the CO first.
We compare this to the reverse direction xB. Although the
attractive lobes can induce forces of the same magnitude as
the ACTs, repulsion dominates the vertical force profile
shown in Fig. 2(d). The CO is not stable on the repulsive
beam facing the ½011¯ direction; thus, attractive minima can
be found on both sides of the repulsive peak. According to
the conductance channel [Fig. 2(f)] continuous manipula-
tion is only possible in direction xA. In direction xB, a
discontinuous increase of the conductance can be seen at
x ¼ 0. This indicates that the CO has moved sideways out
of the desired manipulation path because it is not stable in
front of the repulsive beam. The sequence of minimum and
maximum in the lateral force curve of the RCT [Fig. 2(h)]
is reversed to the one of the ACT. This is caused by the
sharpness of the center feature of the RCT, making
repulsion the prevailing feature of the lateral force profile.
In both directions xA and xB, the CO moves due to negative
lateral forces arising at tip positions left of the center of
the molecule. Thus, pushing is the only manipulation mode
observed for RCTs and only possible for directions where
the molecule is guided between two repulsive beams.
All lateral forces reported in this article are smaller than
the forces in [19] and what would be expected from the
diffusion barrier model introduced earlier in the text.
Because forces are extracted from the profiles taken at
zman þ 5 pm, their values are slightly underestimated. In
Fig. S3(a) of the Supplemental Material [35] the logarithm
of the maximum lateral force is plotted as a function of the
tip height z. Extrapolation of the fit to zman yields an upper
boundary for the force threshold roughly 10% higher than
the listed values. However, the diffusion barrier model
and the measurements in [19] indicate at least twice the
threshold values stated here. To track down the physics
behind the low threshold forces, manipulation experiments
with many different tips have been performed. Most tip
terminations used in the manipulation experiments can be
identified by their specific FðzÞ curves, taken over the
center of the CO [33]. Figure 3(a) relates the force threshold
FIG. 2 (color online). Directionality of atomic manipulation for
(a) a tilted attractive- and (b) a repulsive-center tip. (c) For the ACT,
two asymmetric directions xA and xB, and one almost symmetric
direction xC are selected (profiles taken at zman þ 5 pm). (d) For
the RCT, manipulation with the sickle shaped part (direction xA) is
compared to the case where the beamlike feature comes first
(direction xB). The difference in the profiles results from the CO
bending to the side. Evidence of the CO motion is found in the
average normalized conductance G=G0 at zman: (e) For the ACT
manipulation is observed in directions xA and xC. The shape of the
curve in direction xB indicates that the CO has moved to the left. (f)
Manipulation with a RCT is only possible in direction xA. When
the beam hits the CO first, it is pushed to the side. (g) The lateral
force curves acquired with the ACT reflect its symmetry properties
(see insets). In direction xB the threshold is reached by positive
forces explaining the motion of the CO to the left. (h) Repulsive
lateral forces point away from the molecule. Regardless of the
slight asymmetry the CO is always moved when the tip is left of the
CO. (i) During sliding, the CO is forced under the tip by lateral
forces of different sign but equal strength. (j) Tilted ACTs that
favor forces pointing in the direction of the tip motion pull the CO.




to the tip termination, represented by the characteristic
depth of the attractive force minimum of the FðzÞ curve.
For ACTs we find that tips which develop more attraction
over the CO require more force to move the molecule.
Extrapolating this trend to vertical forces of −600 pN
yields lateral forces around 150 pN—close to the values
reported in [19]. These results suggest the lateral force
exerted by the tip on the CO molecule is not the only driver
for motion, but the presence of the tip apparently lowers the
diffusion barrier, as predicted [13,15]. We confirm this
prediction and find that the threshold force to move
CO/Cu(111) with ACTs depends on the atomic species:
For Cu(100) tips 61 6 pN are needed, compared to
76 2 pN for W(100) and 160 30 pN for the ACT Ir
tip in [19]. RCTs yield an average of 57 7 pN indepen-
dent of the atomic composition. The force threshold for
moving CO with an Ir tip was found to be independent of
the vertical forces in Ref. [19]. Manipulation with the Cu,
W, and Fe tips considered here verifies that observation:
The plot of lateral versus vertical forces [Fig. 3(b)]
measured at the tip position xman where the CO gets
manipulated shows fluctuating values of Fthr but no
correlation with vertical forces. The frustrated translational
mode of CO/Cu(111) has an energy of 4 meV. For bias
voltages above 4 mV this mode could be excited by
inelastic tunneling processes, which would enable the
CO to overcome the barrier at lower force thresholds
[10,39,40]. Recurring manipulation in a fixed direction
using voltages between 1 and 10 mV was conducted.
As shown in Fig. 3(c), force thresholds spread around
76 2 pN but do not correlate with bias. The diffusion rate
of adsorbates on the surface follows an Arrhenius law. For
an assembly of three COs in the metastable “chevron”
configuration, the exponential increase with T starts to
emerge at 6.5 K [41]. Ternes et al. observed the 160 pN
force threshold at a temperature of 5 K. As our instrument
was at 7.5 K, the low values for the force threshold could
be a result of thermal excitation. Control experiments on a
different microscope at nominal temperatures of 4.5 and
7.5 K with the same tip [Fig. 3(d)] show no significant
change of the threshold force in this temperature range.
In summary, we have shown that the termination of the
tip determines the lateral manipulation force threshold of an
adsorbate on a metal surface, a finding that will also be
relevant for autonomous atom assemblers [42]. Apparently,
the presence of the tip lowers the diffusion barrier and thus
the threshold force from the value given by a lateral
derivative of the surface potential. Radially symmetric tips
that induce high attractive forces over the CO require larger
force thresholds. Apparently, the presence of the tip lowers
the diffusion barrier and thus the threshold force from the
value given by a lateral derivative of the surface potential.
Radially symmetric tips that induce high attractive forces
over the CO require larger force thresholds. The symmetry
of the tip’s force field defines the mode of manipulation.
For ACTs, the manipulation mode is determined by the tilt
of the tip. RCTs can only push in directions when the
adsorbate is stabilized by features of the tip.
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